The Many Aspects of Oscarli Tuning:

We can Cater for most people’s needs or demands from their vehicles
whether it be performance, economy, speed limits. Tuning is not all
about more speed, reducing your zero to sixty times, it is also about
more driveability, making your vehicle as smooth and torquey as
possible. Economy, getting the most from your fuel i.e. travelling as far as
you can on your fuel especially with the cost of fuel where it is, without
the compromise of performance or serious power loss. Oscarli has the
ability through modern technology to retune your vehicle to return
between five to fifteen percent more economy with like for like
performance. We tune all types of vehicles from passenger cars, sports
cars, and commercial vehicles such as small vans, seven and a half ton
trucks, and large commercials. We have tuned emergency vehicles
delivery vans and racing vehicles .We have the ability to limit the top
speed of delivery vans and cars so as to gain economy, and reduce the
risk of speeding fines. We have also had good result tuning large motor
homes which start out life as a van chassis cab, and then when the large
body is fitted they struggle to pull top gear at the legal limit especially in
strong wind conditions. Oscarli can also save you money on vehicles
allowing you to buy a cheaper low horse power car reducing your tax
burden and tuning the vehicle to give the same level of performance as a
higher cubic capacity car for a fraction of the cost, e.g. Passat 1.9tdi
105ps tune to145ps, instead of buying a Passat 2.0 tdi 140ps, a saving on
purchase price £2000.00 at least. We can also vary the performance
packages from mild tuning to wild tuning, technology and vast
experience has made Oscarli a versatile and flexible package to suit your
every need.

